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the dead sea

scrolls
A mormon perspective
S

kent brown

extraordinary interest has been generated in all quarters
quartets by the
dead sea scrolls this enthusiasm has most certainly touched latter
since the first remarkable materials were discovered
day saints
shortly before or during 1947 these texts have received considerable
publicity and have been widely studied 1 although rather lightly by
IDS writers
many LDS readers are aware of the general outlines of the probable account of their uncovering how a bedouin lad while climbing
in the rugged hills that ring the northwest sector of the dead sea
threw a rock into a small opening about three feet in diameter one
of the hundreds of caves and depressions in that area and heard the
crash of breaking pottery his curiosity led him to investigate what
he discovered inside were amphora jars containing the first of the
kent brown is a professor of ancient scripture at brigham young university
dependable english translations of the scrolls can be found in two paperback editions theodor H
gaster the dead sea scriptures 3d
ad ed garden city N
Y doubleday and co anchor books 1976
NY
hereafter cited as gaster scriptures and geza vermes the dead sea scrolls in english baltimore penguin
press pelican books 1962 hereafter cited as vermes scrolls the best all
around introduction to the scrolls
allaround
in addition to a superbly reliable translation of the texts is to be found in two studies by millar burrows the
dead sea scrolls new york viking press 1955 and more light on the dead sea scrolls new york
now in paperback both volumes are printed in one paperback volume entitled burrows
viking press 1958
1958now
on the dead sea scrolls grand rapids mich baker book house 1978
among a host of other reliable studies are a few which are standards in the field frank M cross jr
qumran and
Modem
biblicalstudies
modern biblical
studies rev ed garden city doubleday and co
andmodem
the ancient library ofqumran
of quaran
Damelou
anchor books 1961 jean Dan
damelou
ramelou
the dead sea scrolls and primitive christianity trans salvator
danilou
ilou
the new testa
and rhe
sfa scrolls andthe
attanasio baltimore helicon press 1958 william sanford lasor the deadrea
deadsea
dead sea
ment grand rapids eerdmans 1972 paperback harold henry rowley the dead sea scrolls and the
new testament london SSPCK
rhe
P C K 1957 krister stendahl ed the scrolls andthe
the new testament new
and rge
york harper & brothers 1957 geza vermes the dead sea scrolls quaran
qumran in perspective rev ed
rhe
the scrolls new york
badin the message ofthe
philadelphia fortress press 1981 paperback yigael yadin
of rge
odthe
S

simon and schuster 1957
it might be interesting to note that there have remained enough unknown details that john trever the
first american scholar to see the scrolls was still trying to confirm particulars until recently his earlier book
qumran
ofqumran westwood N
story of quaran
untoldstory
the untold
NJJ revell 1965 was updated with newly gleaned information
personalaccount
account rev ed grand rapids eerdmans 1977
in the dead sea scrolls A personal
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photographs courtesy ofauthor
author
of amthor

ilynne

my daughters marilynne
karilynne and
julianne stand at the rear of cave 1 the photograph
andjulianne
Kar
being taken from the entrance it is not more than a few meters deep
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known scrolls 2 although archaeologists subsequently made a systematic investigation of all the caves in the vicinity they made only
six original discoveries of scrolls it was the Bedou
ins who found the
bedouins
caves with the most extensive and important caches of texts more
than two hundred caves were examined only eleven yielded scrolls
consequently it is possible that other scrolls may exist which have
not yet come to public attention this was certainly the case with the
so called temple scroll 3
for students and scholars of the scriptures the discovery of the
scrolls offered new horizons in the first place biblical texts that were
at least one thousand years older than the oldest extant hebrew text
could be studied the ben asher texts copied from a manuscript
dated to AD 895 were among the earliest known to that date 4 in
addition students of judaism unexpectedly found themselves looking through a clear window into the two hundred year period before
A D 70 the date the romans destroyed jerusalem and its temple
AD
further the world of the new testament could be illuminated by
documents that were written or copied in the age of jesus and john
the baptist
in the mormon community as 1I mentioned before there has yet
to appear a full scale scholarly work on these texts to be sure we are
deeply indebted to dr hugh nibley for his introductory studies in
sea
21be
ap 3 28 more light on the deadsea
m burrows deadsea
dead sea scrolls pp
dedd
athe
2the story is repeated for instance in
deadrea
dead sed
deadrea
yeshue
scrolls pp
ap 3 36 lasor dead sea scrolls and the new testament pp
ap 28 43 mar athanasius yeshua
qumran my story of the dead sea scrolls philadelphia westminster 1966
samuel treasure of quaran
qumran pp
101
pp
ap 141 68 trever untold story of quaran
ap 10
lol1 13 and dead sea scrolls A personal account
loi
yadm
yadm
the scrolls pp
m trever yadin
pp
ap 96 110 yadin
ap 15 30 firsthand accounts appear in
badin message odthe
badin and mar
of rpm
athanasius
yadin
Y
din has only hinted at this in
m his preliminary report which appeared in english
badin
the temple
biblical archaeologist 30 december 1967 135 39 reprinted m
in david noel freedman andjonas
scroll biblicalarchaeologist
and jonas C
andronas
greenfield eds new directions in biblical archaeology garden city doubleday and co 19691
1969
ap 156 66 1I attended a seminar
1971 pp
pp 139 48 and in paperback doubleday and co anchor books 19711
ap
badin on 29 october 1969 in which he described the cloak and dagger
meeting on the scrolls taught by dr yadin
ried
learned
lied of the existence of the temple scroll yadin
manner by which he personally lear
badin has published a hebrew
edition of this scroll with extensive commentary but the english edition is still awaited further reading on
the temple scroll can be found in the following five essays jacob milgrom the temple scroll biblical
in the temple scroll bulletin
archaeologist 41 september 1978 105 20
sabbath and temple city m
pp 25 27 studies in
m the temple scroll
the american schools of
oriental research no 232 fall 1978 ap
odthe
oforientalresearch
of rhe
journal of biblical literature 97 december 1978 pp
ap 501 23 baruch A levine the temple scroll
the american schools of oriental
aspects of its historical provenance and literary character bulletin of
odthe
in the light ofthe
Thier
episkoposm
pp 5 23 B E thiering
research no 232 fall 1978 ap
odthe
of the temple
thler mg mebaqqer and epirkopos
1981
59 74
journal
journalofbiblicalliterature
loo
1001981
ofbiblical
of Biblical literature 100
paul
aul kahle in
m the cairo geniza the schweich lectures of the british academy 1941 london
oxford university press 1947 claimed that the cairo ben asher codex of the prophets itself dated to
chers arguments that the cairo codex was copied from moses ben ashers
reichers
teichers
AD 895 but see J L Tei
ashers copy inm
jewish studies 2 1950 51 17 25 many of the biblical
the ben asher bible manuscripts journal of ofjewish
A D moshe
fragments found in the cairo geniza no doubt come to us from the tenth and eleventh centuries AD
Gottstem has recently pointed out that the oldest complete copy of the hebrew bible produced
H goshen gottstein
Masso retes is the now damaged aleppo codex which was copied by aaron ben moshe ben asher
by the massoretes
see the aleppo codex and the rise of the massoretic
Masso retic bible text
biblical archaeologist 42
A D 900
biblicalarchaeologist
ca AD

scroll

summer 1979

145 63
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this area 5 indeed such contributions have gone far in whetting our
appetite for more unfortunately however what most LDS readers
have been subjected to is a series of audio materials and printed works
whose quality is at the very best uneven and whose authors possess
few means or skills to study the ancient texts themselves 6 consequently
quent ly there exists a clear need for a more sober and balanced study
to provide a counterpoint to claims made for the scrolls claims which
often tend to be sensational
we must keep one difficulty in focus during our discussion the
composers of the various dead sea texts may not have been people
quaran while some of the documents may have been
who lived at qumran
composed by members of the community for their group it is by no
means certain which of the texts originated there probably many are
only copies of other texts As theodor gaster notes almost with
we do not yet know for certain who wrote the dead
overemphasis
sea scrolls when and where 7
we need to turn now to features of the scrolls which are particularly striking to latter day saints As will be seen most of these
characteristics disclose links with the new testament understandably our interest is heightened by parallels with mormon scripture
in this connection incidentally latter day saint scriptures since the
time of joseph smith have taught us to expect additional discoveries
of ancient texts see 1 ne 1424 26 and doctrine and covenants
while nephis record mentions other documents and
937 17
books that are to appear the doctrine and covenants passage offers a
quotation from a missing record of john along with other selections these passages have helped to condition latter day saints not to
be surprised at the discovery of texts with biblical associations
A major theme of the scrolls concerns the congregation or the
church awaiting the messiah it is said that the exiled congregation must wait in the desert where persecution has driven its
tog joseph smith papyri salt lake city utah
see among others hugh W nibley the message of
toe
the
ofthejoseph
odthe
of the manual of ofdiscipline
ap 255 62 the dead sea scrolls
discipline pp
deseret book 1975 appendix 1I exposition ofthe
ad ed salt lake city deseret book
and the book of mormon an approach to the book ofmormon
of mormon 2d
1964 pp
ap 135 80 since cumorah salt lake city deseret book 1967 discussions throughout lewis M
rogers also wrote a balanced general article several years ago which I1 believe has largely been ignored by
qumran calmly revisited bangham
LDS readers
brigham young university studies 2
bngham
the dead sea scrolls quaran

spring summer 1960 109 28
gln
gin
IDS audience one thinks of written works
in addition to the growing number of tapes directed to an LDS
gospe salt lake city deseret book 1976 pp
such as 0 preston robinson christs eternal gosper
gospel
ap 91 106
112 29 and vernon W mattson jr the dead sea scrolls and other important discoveries 2d
ad eni ed
salt lake city buried record products 1979 ap
pp 10 36 and appendix A while such studies possess
strengths they also exhibit serious misunderstandings because of their dependence on the vast but uneven
secondary literature on the scrolls
kaster
faster scriptures p 1
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members 8 A similar notion of course appears in revelation 121 6
where a celestial woman the true church gives birth to a male child
who is immediately caught up to heaven in order to be preserved she
then flees to the desert for protection during a period of suffocating
apostasy latter day saints immediately think of the situation of the
book of mormon prophet alma about one hundred and fifty years
prior to the coming of the messiah because of persecution alma was
obliged to establish a community at the waters of mormon for spiritual exiles who withdrew from their hostile and evil society in order to
prepare themselves for fuller spiritual blessings mosiah 172 4

181

35

the

enigmatic teacher of righteousness of the damascus document whose identity remains a matter of speculation 9 came in the
role of a prophet founder 10 he appeared as a forerunner of the exage11 and was both persecuted by representatives of
pected messianic age
the current official religion and finally driven to exile 12 it is further
claimed that the teacher of righteousness was inspired by revelation
to do what he did 13 such claims of receiving divine inspiration
fulfilling a prophetic call and functioning as a forerunner find imhjohn
with
withjohn
mediate similarities naturally wit
john the baptist
A third key motif in the scrolls is the idea that the mosaic law was
basically an interim code designed to keep gods people in the strait
and narrow path during the age of wickedness the messiah was to
1

XI
aconsult
15 and the damascus zadokite text
consult the commentary on habakkuk xia
xi44 8 on hab 2215
1I 18 21 in
ap 324 67 vermes scrolls pp
ap 241 42
98 the existence of a code for the
in gaster scriptures pp
4298
wickedness
camps which were to be established in the desert owing to persecution during the age of ofwickedness
hints
at the difficult times which the dead sea people had experienced and were expecting to continue see the
XII 22 XIV
damascus text xii22
22 in gaster scriptures pp
ap 114 17
ap 86 89 vermes scrolls pp
xiv22
asee
9see
ap 4 6 28 311 where gaster argues that the teacher of righteousness was not
ee gaster scriptures pp
an actual historical person for a contrary view consult vermes scrolls pp
ap 57 68 in which he suggests that
the teacher of righteousness was a priest living in the maccabean age who began his ministry about
155

BC

1I 9 13 see also VI
10 11 in gaster scriptures pp
ascus text 19
damascus
D
ap 97
ap 67 73 vermes scrolls pp
vi10
103
it is interesting to note that the teachers in the group who succeeded the teacher of righteousness were
405
described in the same scriptural language which was later applied to john the baptist ie
isa 403
40 3
ofisa
i e that of
soni
manual of discipline VIII 14 and IX 19 in gaster sori
scri
ptures pp
scriptures
ap 61 65 vermes scrolls pp
ap 85 86 88
theree was a prophet expected in fulfillment of deuteronomy 1818
18 18 who would precede the coming
in fact the
messiahs gaster scriptures p 6 and manual of discipline IX 11 also the damascus text VI 10 11 in
gaster scriptures pp
ap 87 103
ap 63 73 vermes scrolls pp
11
I1 33 B II
1111 the numberingprob
XX 1 or in another numbering system B 133
damascus text XIX 33 xx1
numbering proble
lem arises because of the existence of two variant versions of thetext
the text and because the leaves of the manuscripts
in the original edition were published out of their correct order in solomon schechter fragments ofa
of a
oda
zuma
kite work cambridge at the university press 1910
one version only was preserved in fragmentary
zadokite
Zada
zuda
form at the dead sea the two more complete texts were found by schechter in the geniza of the ben ezra
XII
synagogue in old cairo in 1896 they date from the tenth and twelfth centuries AD and xii2
xiii 211 XIII 1 in
gaster scriptures pp
ap 106 114 15
ap 77 86 vermes scrolls pp

lil
lii

2 5 6 8b
and xa
9 13 on hab 25
ab 12 13 comm on
X
x9
pp 240 41
37 32 33 m
pp 322 24 329 vermes scrolls ap
in gaster scriptures ap
3732
5732

comm on habakkuk VIII
viii88

psalm 37 IV
iva
iv88 9 on Ps

13

IX 9
ix9

10

245
2451
I1 10
ilo
iio
llo
text 1.10
110

III
and comm on psalm 37 111
pp
ap 67 328 vermes scrolls pp
ap 97 245

damascus

11

15 17

on Ps 3723
37 23 24 in gaster scriptures
5725
5723
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quaran
bring a new law which would inaugurate a new order 14 the qumran
community of essenes15 felt very strongly that they must abide the
conditions of the mosaic law living it as carefully as possible until the
coming of the messiah when we turn to the new testament it is
clear that jesus and his disciples changed and reinterpreted the
mosaic law after all jesus was its fulfillment see matt 517 18
messiah jesus had come had fulfilled
plainly for early christians the messiahjesus
the law and had brought a new higher law to replace the mosaic
code correspondingly the doctrine that the mosaic law was simply
an interim system which the coming messiah would change to a
higher and fuller concept also finds prominent profile in the book of
mormon for instance see 2 nephi 2524 27
quaran held all things in common when perthe people of qumran
sons became officially affiliated with the community they deeded all
of their property to the congregation 16 while this happened foressenes only at the end of a two year probationary
mally among the espenes
XIII 2 xiii20
XIV 18 19 xv6
XIII 20 XIV 1 xiv18
XV
XII 22 xiii2
xvi 6 10
damascus text xii22
and xix33
XIX 33 XX 1 see preceding n 11 for the problem of numbering this last passage in gaster scriptures
pp
ap 63 86 90 77 vermes scrolls ap
pp 87 114 17 108 106
essenes has been widely debated 1I accept the
15the
the question of whether the dead sea people were espenes
essenes first of all 1I am influenced by the circumstantial observations of frank M
concept that they were espenes
cross jr in the early history of the qumran
quaran community in freedman and greenfield new directions
70 89 particularly his statement on p 77
pp 7089
in biblical archaeology ap
quaran with the
the scholar who would exercise caution in identifying the sect of qumran
espenes places himself in an astonishing position he must suggest seriously that two major
essenes
parties formed communistic religious communities in the same district of the desert of the
dead sea and lived together in effect for two centuries holding similar bizarre views
lust rations ritual meals and ceremonies he must
performing similar or rather identical lustrations
suppose that one carefully described by classical authors disappeared without leaving
building remains or even potsherds
systematically
pots herds behind the other systematic
Oy ignored by the classical
sources left extensive ruins and indeed a great library
ofdiscipline
manual of discipline

oxl
xxl

EC 9
ix9

11

professor jacob milgrom in a lecture delivered at BYU on 5 march 1980 took the issue
secondly a remark by professorjacob
quaran with the
from one of circumstantial evidence to one of a decisive identification of the people of qumran
espenes
essenes described by josephus and pliny the elder in discussing the temple scrolls sabbath prohibition by
essenes of ofjerusalem
the espenes
jerusalem against using the latrine because it was located more than a sabbath day s journey
walis
wails
walk dr milgrom said
from the walls

let me state that

precisely on this point we have historical verification of identifying
essenes
Es
senes
qumranites
Qumranites as espenes
the historian josephus who lived in the first century while the
essenes of ofjerusalem
jerusalem did not defecate on the sabbath
temple still stood reports that the espenes
essenes
qumran
fhe
the first time 1I have usedthe
ofqumran italics
tyli
sect aries of quaran
used
the term espenes
ared fhe
fssenes to describe the nectaries
thin
aref
tois
tols
this is tbefirst
sectaries
of an outside source that indeed
mine
afan
minc because of the temple scroll we have the support ofan
quaran was practiced by
quaran sect was part of the essene movement for the law of qumran
the qumran
essenes ofofjerusalem
ofjerusalems
jerusalem moreover josephus tells us that one ofjerusalems
the espenes
Jerusalems gates was called
the essene gate heretofore it has never been identified josephus locates it near a place
called bethsy
bethso that name too has never been identified but thanks to the temple scroll

bethso it turns out isis not a place name it isis hebrew
both problems have been solved bethsy
beth soah or toilet
thus the essene gate was not a real gate but an opening in the city
wall
vali it
vail
vall
at the nearest point to their toilets a wicket which they could squeeze through one at a
tune
this extract from a paper entitled the dead sea temple scroll isis to be
time
published in a future volume of the BYU religious studies center s monograph series
21 22 the interpretation
III 10 on Ps 37
manual of discipline 1I 11 13 VI
19 comm on psalm 37 111
3721
vi19
ap 44 56 328
of the latter isis unclear because of the fragmentary condition ofthe
odthe
of the text in gaster scriptures pp
vermes scrolls ap
pp 72 82 245

55
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lans
ians who also were
christians
period 17 a similar thing occurred among christ
known to have held all things in common acts 244 432 the difference however consists in the fact that the christians turned over
their property almost immediately there was no two year waiting
quaran
period as at qumran
in matters of organization we find some very interesting parallels to the situation of the early church the primary leadership of
the dead sea community consisted of three priests who comprised
the governing quorum and twelve laymen who comprised the second leading quorum of the group 18 this points immediately to a
numerical similarity in the early church in which jesus had selected
three of his twelve apostles to serve as the governing quorum of the
church one observes however that these three apparently remained within the body of the twelve and did not exist outside of
quaran again we find that the comthat number turning to qumran
munity had an officer called an overseer who was almost the direct
equivalent of early christian bishops the greek word for bishop
episcopos
episcopos literally means overseer
the responsibility of the
overseer at the dead sea appears to have centered largely in temporal and practical affairs although it was not limited to that 19 one
finds here interesting parallels to the christian bishops roles and
functions 20
quaran 21
there was a further concern for priesthood matters at qumran
not only do we find a good deal said about the priests the direct
descendants of aaron and the levites as distinct from the laymen of
the community 22 but there was additional interest in Melchize
melchizedeks
deks
priesthood and those who would share his sacred lot that is those
who would bear the same priesthood 23 the rather late christian
111 10 on Ps 37
m gaster scriptures
21 22 in
VI 20 23 comm on psalm 37 III
manual of discipline vi20
3721
5721
pp 56 328 vermes scrolls pp
ap
ap 82 245
2451
manual of discipline VIII 1 4 in gaster scriptures p 60 vermes scrolls p 85
xiva
the overseers qualifications are described in the damascus text XIV
xiv77 11 in gaster scriptures
16 22
m the damascus text DC
ix16
p 88 vermes scrolls p 116 his functions are also outlined chiefly in
XV 6 15 in gaster scriptures ap
pp 81 87 88 90 vermes scrolls pp
ap 111
10 12 xv6
XIII
xiv10
xiii55 6 7 16 XTV

115 16 108 9
see I1 tim
21see

xvi

3 1
31

7

1 7
and titus 17

9

the greek

1 1
scopos also appears in
20 28 phil 11
m acts 2028
episcopos
term epi

pet 225
2 25
21 21consult
ap 54 57 for a concise discussion of the
consult lasor dead sea scrolls and the new testament pp
qumran whom 1I have not mentioned
various officials at quaran
XIV
xiva 6 8 in gaster scriptures
qualifications to function as a priest appear in the damascus text xiv6
vermes
vertnes
p 88 Ve
rines scrolls p 116 the relationship between priests levites and laymen is more fully spelled
va
1I 18 1123
11 23 v2
IX 7 8 in
m gaster
V 2 3 7 10 20 22 vi8
VI 8 10 ix7
118
out for instance in the manual of discipline 1.18
via
scriptures pp
ap 72 74 78 81 87
ap 45 47 51 53 55 63 vermes scrolls pp
23text
text translation and discussion of the so called melchizedek midrash from cave 11 appear in M de
11q
Q melchizedek and the new testament new testament studies 12
jonge and A S van der woude 11
qumran cave 11
ouly
hinjJ A fitzmyer
further light on melchizedek from quaran
luly
july 1966 301 26 and in
II journal
inj
aiso
biblical literature 86 march 1967 25 41 see also
alsojames
james A sanders cave 11 surprises and the quesof
ofbiblical
ap 113 30 especially
tion ofcanon
of canon in freedman and greenfield new directions in biblical archaeology pp
pp
ap 113 15
and

1

36
56
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understanding that jesus would be the last high priest of the melchi
chizedek
zedek order see hebrews 724 marginal reading no 5 in most
king james version translations is based on an erroneous interapar abaton which does not mean inpretation
pre tation of the greek word aparabaton
transmissible but means unchangeable when referring tojesus
to jesus
essenes of the dead sea obviously expected
priesthood because the espenes
other priests to arise after the order of melchizedek and because their
melchizedek text bears a close connection to the ideas expressed in the
epistle to the hebrews the notion that jesus was to be the last high
priest cannot be sustained by an appeal to this scroll which was being
read byjews
by jews contemporary with jesus and paul in addition no conbyzews
apar abaton
temporaneous greco roman source ever uses the term aparabaton
with the meaning intransmissible
it always means unchangeable
the temple formed the absolutely central focus of life for the
espenes
essenes
Es senes a concept particularly visible in their festivals and ordinances their festivals both renewed time and sought to renew the
blessings of god to his people24
people24 for instance the feast of tabernacles the new year and the day of atonement 25 naturally these
essenes
festivals were properly celebrated at the temple because the espenes
26 and that the
believed that the temples priesthood was corrupt26
corruptt26
calendar used by the jerusalem priests was wrong 27 they refused to
celebrate the great renewal covenants at the temple itself apparently
commemorating them instead in their own community although
essenes
Es
senes basic ideal for living was
without burnt offerings 28 the espenes
to live as if they were priests dwelling in the temple itself by this
means they sought to make their community a virtual temple

for an informative discussion on renewing time by performing sacred rites see mircea eliade cosmos
Torchbook 1959
ap 49 92
and history the myth ofeternal
1959 pp
of eternal return new york harper and brothers torchbook
paperback

badin the
these celebrations among others form a major concern of the temple scroll see Y yadin
temple scroll p 137 reprinted in freedman and greenfield new directions in biblical archaeology
ap 107 8 112 16
pp
ap 160 62 and milgrom the temple scroll pp
26the
the teacher of righteousness the communitys founder withdrew from jerusalem because he was
VIII 8
persecuted by an unnamed wicked priest for numerous references see comm on habakkuk viii8
1I 13
112
11
11.2
2 5 17
II
also the damascus text 113
1122 10 on
17 and comm on isaiah B
XII 10 on hab 25
1.1317
11317
1317
xii10
gaster scriptures pp
28
5 11 14 24 25
yil
isa yli
2 in gasa
ap 240 42
ap 322 25 67 303 4 vermes scrolls pp
97 227 281
511
4297227
27 27consult
consult the summary and bibliographical references in lasor dead sea scrolls and the new
testament ap
pp 72 201 5
qumran sect offered sacrifices at their settlement has not been confirmed by archaeological
that the quaran
essenes did sacrifice away from the temple antiqua
An
data ibid pp
ap 66 70 josephus maintained that the espenes
antiqui
tiqui
essenes
of the passage neejohn
ofthe
flaviousjosephus and the espenes
see john strugnell flaviousjosephus
seejohn
ties XVIII 1 5 19 for a discussion odthe
journalofbiblical
antiquities XVIII 18 22 journal
77 1958 106 15
ofbiblical
of Biblical literature 11
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whether or not they were priests or levites 29 in this connection we
should also note that the dead sea group practiced lustral washings
which were not only for physical cleanliness but especially for spiritual
cleansing 30 some scholars have suggested that these washings bear a
historical relationship to early christian baptisms but make such
claims without clear proof 31 additionally we know that they wore
garments of white linen on special occasions to symbolize the level of
purity necessary to dwell in the temple 32 further they believed that
the holy city jerusalem was to be absolutely pure and free from
taint 33 all these concerns of course formed part of the program to
essenes a holy people prepared to receive the messiah when
make the espenes
he came one can very quickly recall that not only
onlyjesus
jesus but also his
disciples continued to look to the temple as a place of strength
commemorating there the great holidays established among the ancient israelites 34 there was something about celebrating ordinances
at the temple which gave these ordinances an everlasting spiritual
meaning
the compass of scripture among the people of the dead sea was
much broader than that among the rabbis except for the book of
quaran caves the
esther of which no trace has been found in the qumran
quaran employed as scripture all the old testament books
people of qumran
plus the thirteen or fifteen books that make up the old testament
apocrypha moreover they utilized a number of works known as
pseudepigrapha including jubilees
Jubil ees the assumption of moses and
1 enoch 35 on the other hand the rabbinic canon consisted of only
DC 5 6 in gaster scye
prunes p 63 vermes scrolls p 87
scie
scriptures
of discipline ix5
this ideal
see jacob neusner fellowship in injudaism
Pharis ees seejacob
interestingly was also held by the pharisees
judaism london vallentine
mitchell & co 1963 pp
ap 11 2211 notably his observation on p 14 two biblical precepts contended in the
pharisaic ethics first that all
A israel isis to be a kingdom of priests and a holy people and this was understood
to mean at the very least a people ritually pure and holy and second that every individual jew everywhere
was himself to be as ritually fit as a priest to perform the sacrificial act in the temple
3omanual
111.4
romanual
1114
III
manual of discipline 111
21 22 V 13 14 damascus text X 10 13 in gaster scriptures
ili 4 11 IV
iv21
pp
ap 74 75 77 79 111 12
ap 47 48 50 53 82 83 vermes scrolls pp
3for
ifor a discussion of difficulties involved in claiming that essene baptisms were the same as those
of jesus see lasor dead sea scrolls and the new testament
performed by john the baptist and disciples ofjesus
pp
ap 149 51
11
II 8 3 5
thejewish
jewish war 118
32the
123 32
1183
the white linen garments are noted by josephus the
33 tempie
yadm the temple scroll p 139 reprinted in freedman and
temple scroll cols 35 45 51 see yadin
badin
greenfield new directions in biblical archaeology p 165 milgrom the temple scroll pp
ap 108
XI 18 xii2
111 12
sabbath and temple city
XII
xiii 2 in gaster
pp
ap 26 27 also see the damascus text xi18
scriptures pp
ap 84 85 vermes scrolls pp
ap 113
por
2213
2 1 14 46 3 1 2016
13 16 72
instancejohn
7 2 10 acts 21
john 215
20 16 one also notesjesus
for instance
notes jesus positive feelings
19 46 2516
13 parallels mark 11
23 16 21
17 luke 1946
23 24 21
about the temple in matt 5523
2316
1117
2113
35 35besides
besides fragments of these and other texts the book ofofjubilees
jubilees
Jubil ees is cited as scripture for instance in the
Gm
zberg
ginzberg
damascus text XVI
xvii 2 4 in gaster scriptures p 90 vermes scrolls p 109 see also H L gmzberg
xvi2
yisraelin
in the greco roman period in moshe davis
aretz yisraem
the dead sea manuscript finds new light on eretz
Yisrael
ed israel its role in civilization new york harper and brothers 1956 pp
ap 39 57 english translations
the
fae old testament
pseudepigrapha odthe
and andfseudepigrapha
of the pseudepigrapha appear in R H charles ed apocrypha und
of fhe
ofthe
2 vols oxford clarendon press 1913
dr james charlesworth isis currently editing an expanded collection
of pseudepigraphical texts which are to be published by anchor books in the near future

21m
manual
all
ali ual
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the thirty nine books of the old testament which are still published
in all standard protestant bibles the rabbis included none of the
books which make up the old testament apocrypha and pseudepiespenes but
grapha it is noteworthy that early christians like the essenes
unlike the rabbis had a much broader concept of scripture one
jude verses 14 15 quotes
ofjude
notes for instance that the epistle of
from 1 enoch 19 this latter work has not been included either in
the old testament or in the old testament apocrypha moreover
jude quotes enoch in the way that one customarily cites scripture
this illustrates that the earliest christians understood the canon of
scripture to be much broader than that which we have inherited from
the rabbis
1I should make one further note about the concept of scripture at
qumran
quaran there can be no doubt that many of the dead sea scrolls
were thought to be composed in a living scriptural milieu the authors plainly saw themselves as writing new scripture 36 there was no
notion that the spirit of inspiration underlying scripture had ceased
for them the canon of scripture was expanding the same idea is
found among the christians who at an early date collected the epistles of paul along with other christian texts such as the gospels and
read them side by side with the old testament books inherited from
the synagogue
Qumra nites threatened by the roman army 37 would
that the qumranites
seal up their precious records for a future age is a notion prescribed in
daniel 124 as well as other apocalyptic works 38 one observes
however that there were a variety of circumstances involved in the
burial of the scrolls for example we know that the texts of cave 1
were very carefully hidden the mouth of the cave was painstakingly
walled up except for the upper hole through which the young bedouin
boy threw the fortuitous rock thus beginning the process of discovery the scrolls of cave 4 apparently were hastily dumped in the
cave and then covered with a layer of dirt in order to hide them from
prying eyes in this instance those who hid the scrolls were obviously
in a hurry the texts from cave 11 seem to have belonged to a single
this point for example can be maintained for the temple scroll the authors technique of altering
gods words in scriptural quotations from third person to first person must not be thought of as cavalier but
as inspired
in
spired
at least from the authors viewpoint
one can surmise that in AD 68 when the roman legions swept down the
jordan valley on their way to
thejordan
essenes at qumran
quaran must have known that neither they nor their records would survive
besiege jerusalem the espenes
wear
war
therefore they buried them excavations have borne this out see josephus account in jewish par
gi
419 90 and roland de vaux archaeology and the dead sea scrolls london
9.1
oxford
91
iv74 91
university press 19731
1973

quaran concompare revelation 52 104 the assumption of moses found in fragmentary form at qumran
1116
16 18
tains the recipe for preserving and hiding precious manuscripts until the last days ilg
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individual who lived there and had collected a private library the
fact that the records were hidden usually with care illustrates that
their copiers and keepers esteemed them to be among the most
precious of their possessions latter day saints naturally find an immediate similarity to the burial of valuable records joseph smith
stated that he was given charge of a precious record from the past a
record buried for preservation until a later age 39
in the discussion on common property I1 have suggested that differences
feren ces existed between the people of the dead sea and the earliest
christians differences which in many cases were critically important
one can neither claim nor imply that the people of the dead sea
were pre christians who somehow became linked to the movement
which jesus led with this in mind let us now examine a few things
whichjesus
which clearly differentiate the dead sea people from jesus and his
followers

in the first place the period of initiation differed radically for
the early christians it could be a matter of only hours 40 for the peoquaran
full fellowship came only after a two year initiatory
ple qumran
ofqumran
of
period 41 the difference is so striking in this instance that one would
have great difficulty demonstrating a link on this level between
qumran
quaran and the earliest christianity
either
elther jesus forjohn
orjohn
A second question concerns whether eitheriesus
or john the baptist was at any time associated with the dead sea sect to date
nothing from the scrolls would clearly indicate that jesus and john
A number of scholars have
were affiliates or even sympathetic
argued that john the baptist may have had some connection with the
quaran 42 but evidence one way or another is largely lackpeople of qumran
ing in the case ofjesus
of jesus however there is no question that he could
quaran the evidence
not have been associated with the people at qumran
of this derives from the eating customs of these people and the oaths
which they swore upon admission that they would have no dealings
with gentiles or with other
jews 43 this not only extended to comotherjews
mercial dealings which would include purchase and sale of food but
pearl
peari of great price joseph smith

1 34
morm
history 134

6 6
66

40acts
2 37
16 14 15 25 33
45 1614
15
acts 237
5715
3715
257
111 10 on Ps 3721
gasier scriptures
20 23 comm on psalm 37 III
37 21 22 in gaster
manual of discipline VI
vi20
pp
ap 56 328 vermes scrolls pp
ap 82 245
see for instance the statement of
elou
42see
danielou
liou dead sea scrolls and primitive christianity p 16
ilou
danilou
danl
Dan
danilof
ofj
ofaJ Dani
m an undeniable way confirmed the baptists contacts with the monks
the discovery of the manuscripts has in
qumran
quaran
of
ofqumran
43 43damascus
xiii
ap 114 15
damascus text XII
ap 85 87 vermes scrolls pp
xii88 1111 XIII 14 16 in gaster scriptures pp
among the earliest to allege an association of
Qumranites were A powell davies the meaning
ofjesus
jesus with the qumranites
seg
sea scrolls new york new american library 1956 and charles francis potter the lost years
the deadsea
dead
deaf
odthe
deadrea
of rhe
jesus revealed greenwich conn fawcet 1958 not only is such a position untenable because ofa
ofjesus
of a lack
befus
of
of any evidence but also these works are clearly sensationalistic in character as lasor has so aptly noted dead
sea scrolls and the new testament pp
ap 17 19
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Kar
marilynne
llynne and julianne stand in the entrance to cave 1 note above the rounded
ilynne
karilynne
excavatory
Excava tors later cleared all but a lower
hoiee through which the discoverer entered excavators
hole
maln entrance
waii which sealed the main
wali
portion of the wall
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also included the forbidding of eating anything which had not been
prepared by oneself or by another member of the sect 44 since according to new testament accounts jesus ate frequently with people who
Pharis ees
obviously had no connection with the qumranites
Qumra nites such as pharisees
ans it is obvious that he had never sworn to abide by the
and public
publicans
qurnran
qumran
quaran rules in this matter on the other hand however one could
for john the baptist the possibilities remain open his diet
argue that forjohn
consisted of honey and locusts foods which obviously were available
in the wild and would not necessarily have been purchased from
another jew thus johns diet did not really violate the spirit of the
quaran the problem reoaths which governed food matters at qumran
mains however that the evidence is at best circumstantial nothing
quaran 45
plainly ties john to qumran
quaran did not proselyte while some of their
the people of qumran
other jewish people 46 the main body
group lived and worked among otherjewish
of the community withdrew to the shores of the dead sea where they
formed a turned in society which waited for newcomers 47 those
essenes regarding foods in discussing the
informs us of the tremendous oaths sworn by the espenes
fate of any person expelled from the community he notes that being bound by their oaths and usages he is
is
not at liberty to partake of other mens food and so falls to eating grass and wastes away and dies of starva11
ipar trans H st J thackeray in the loeb classical library 1188
war
II 8 8 1451431
jewish ivar
143
tion
1451
lewish
qumran community can be
451be
the arguments for a connection between john the baptist and the quaran
essenes used the word
1ljohn
1 80 3
summarized thus ijohn
ajohn
john lived in the wilderness luke 180
322 and the espenes
desert ito
to describe their homeland 2 john came from a devout family of priests and the people of
qumran
quaran were both devoted to the law and deeply concerned about priesthood matters 3 john lived in an
qumran sect largely rejected pleasures of this life opting for a solitary and austere
ascetic manner and the quaran
existence 4 john indicted the jewish people for sin and corruption a sentiment reflected in the scrolls
405
5 john s mission was described as preparing
40 3 a well attested notion in the
the way of the lord isa 403
6 johns
scrolls and wjohns
6johns baptism bears resemblances to the ablutions mentioned in the texts the replies are
arc the
following 1 it is impossible to demonstrate that the greek word used by luke for desert eremos
ermos refers
quaran the term wilderness can refer to all or any part of the geographical area
to the neighborhood of qumran
lying between the jerusalem hebron road and the dead sea 2 it is difficult to imagine that johns
family or john himself for that matter would be inclined to associate with a group so critical of the temzacharias
zacharlas
ples priesthood nn 26 and 227 of which Za
chanas was a practicing and supportive member luke 1 5 9
3 4
3 on the matter of asceticism johns diet is more rigorous than that of the qumranites
Qumranites see matt 34
4 johns condemnation of wickedness finds similarities with teachings of earlier prophets and not
11 18
just with those of the scrolls 5 for john preparing the way consisted of calling people to repentance
essenes it meant withdrawal to the desert in
m an effort to become both ritually and ethically
whereas for the espenes
pure by avoiding contact with outsiders 6 johns baptism served as an initiation and was performed once
quaran were both initiatory and were employed frequently as purifactory
only while the ablutions of qumran
puri factory
quaran had john been affiliated with
washings the problem remains nothing decisively links john to qumran
qumran
quaran and then abandoned his community ties he would have been subject at least to the disciplinary
n gaster scriptures pp
ap 59 60 vermes
measures spelled out in the manual of discipline VII 18 25 im
soro
scro
see summaries in burrows more light on the deadsea
scrollss ap
pp 84 85
sfa scrolls pp
ap 56 63 and lasor
dedd
dead sea
deadrea
ap 142 553
dead sea scrolls and the new testament pp
46josephus indicates
11 8 4
essenes did live among other jews see
124 mention of
II
seejewish
jewish war 1184
that espenes
essenes did not all live in
several camps existing during the era of wickedness implies that espenes
m one place
XTV
p tures pp
XIII 20 xiv3
22 XIII
scriptures
scrolls
rodl
damascus text XII
xiva 3 etc in gaster scri
rolls
ap 86 88 vermes sc
xii22
uii22 xiii20
44josephus

pp
ap 114

16

47the injunction to bring all those who have offered themselves to do gods statutes into a covenant of
steadfast love manual of discipline 1I 7 8 in
m gaster scriptures p 44 vermes scrolls p 72 translation
from burrows dead sea scrolls p 3371
7 1 may refer to proselyting activity but it may also simply refer to the
ceremonial act of initiating new members into the congregation the ceremony for which follows this passage
josephus mentions that one major means employed by the community for maintaining their numbers was
1182
8 2
adopting children jewish war 11
118.2
II
120
1182
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quaran group had apparently become dissatisfied
affiliated with the qumran
with life elsewhere and withdrew to the desert because they felt the
need to live a higher order before the messiah came compare this
posture of separation to the christians attitude of reaching out
proselyting others to their point of view jesus charged his disciples to
spread his message to all the world matt 2818 20
their missionary response illustrates clearly their attitude toward remaining a
part of society and toward trying to influence that society in a
Pharis ees were also
righteous way it is worth noting here that the pharisees
a proselyting group who sought to win converts to their way of life
Pharis ees and christians differed from the
in this regard both pharisees
espenes
essenes
Es
senes
in matters of organization too the early christians stood signifiquaran while as we noted above
cantly apart from the people of qumran
both groups had a council of three associated with a council of twelve
one important detail makes all the difference for the dead sea people the leading council of three consisted only of priests 48 these
men had to be able to prove their genealogical descent from aaron
no laymen were to be permitted to become part of this select group
for jesus followers on the other hand the matter was quite different jesus three chief apostles peter james and john were all
laymen the privilege of belonging to the presiding council of three
Aaro nites by birth
was not restricted to those alone who were aaronites
quaran to be
whereas that definitely was so among the people of qumran
sure essene laymen could serve in the council of twelve but they
could not advance to the presiding council of three
another crucial difference has to do with the view of charity held
quaran their concept was that the lame deaf
by the people of qumran
halt idiots etc remained in the care of the angels therefore the
espenes
essenes saw no need to admit them to the community 49 among the
christians however there was deep concern for the unfortunate
rather than saying the angels would take charge of those who suffered physical and mental impairment christians sought following
jesus lead to ease the lives of the less fortunate 50 one has only to
think of the interest in the theierusalem
jerusalem widows shown in the book of acts51
acts5i
4manual
emanual of discipline va
VI
v1
manual

8 9

VIII

1

4 IX 7 8 in
m gaster scriptures pp
ap 555 60 63 vermes scrolls

pp
ap 81 85 87
49rule
p tunes
scriptures
II 3 9 damascus text XV end in gaster soyt
ap 441 90 vermes
tures pp
euie
rule of the congregation 11
ruie
scrolls ap
pp 120 21 109
the latter passage s meaning isis not fully clear because it exists only in fragmentary
form vermes understands its sense as 1I have noted whereas gaster does not
5050jesus
jesus acts of compassion were many including healings his instructions to the rich young ruler
e g matt 5538
38 47
and his injunctions to love even enemies eg
matt 1916
19 16 21 etc
51acts
2 45 and 434
4 5435
6 1 7 see also 245
34 35
acts 61
3435
454
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and pauls concern for the poor saints in
injudea
judea for whom he twice
gathered sizeable sums to help alleviate their desperate situation 52
which jesus himself seems to
last but not least are the points on whichjesus
quaran
dfffered rather sharply in his views from those held at qumran
have differed
essenes no one had the right to worship
in the first place among espenes
unless at least ten persons were gathered with a priest in the name
of the lord 53 jesus on the other hand taught that where two or
three were gathered in his name there the lord would be also matt
1819 20 while this does not appear to be a major item one cannot diminish its importance in terms of how worship was to be conhow the community of worship was to be constituted in
ducted and inow
a second instance we seem to possess a direct critique by jesus of a
qumran
quaran doctrine in matthew 543 47 jesus criticizes the notion
that one should love ones neighbor and hate ones enemy no reference for this notion has ever been identified in scripture commentators have questioned the origin of this idea which jesus sought to
correct however in the manual of discipline one reads that those
who became initiates in the community were instructed to love the
arld
and hate the children of darkness 54 the children of
children of light arid
darkness should most likely be understood as nonmembers
non
members of the
community in terms of known sources this is the only instance in
which this love hate dichotomy is urged upon a group s members
for this reason 1I feel confident in saying that in the sermon on the
mount jesus was criticizing a fundamental tenet taught by the
qumran
quaran community
A third difference consists injesus
in jesus acceptance of the temples ordinances
din ances and festivals 55 contrasting sharply with the total rejection of
quaran one key issue
the temple s festivals and officials by those at qumran
essenes seems to lie in the calendar the priests at the jerusalem
for espenes
quaran
temple operated according to a lunar calendar the priests at qumran
according to a solar time measurement 56 thus celebration of
2

30
the first occasion acts 112750
1127
112730
cor 8 and 9 gal 210

for the second collection

acts 2417 rom 1526

1

cor 161 4

manual of discipline vi3
via 7 damascus text xiii1 7 in gaster scriptures pp
ap 54 55 86 87
vermes scrolls pp
essenes
ap 81 115 josephus also mentions ten persons as an organizational unit among espenes
jewish war 118.9
1189 146
54 manual
54manual of ofdiscipline
discipline 19 11 dc21
ap 44 65 vermes scrolls pp
ap 72 88
ix21 23 in gaster scriptures pp
while many priests opposed jesus and sought his death he seems clearly to have accepted the ordisee for instance
nances performed at the temple participating regularly in the festivals held there
john 213 16 72 10 acts 21 14 46 3311 2016 jesus positive feelings about the temple are also noted in
matt 523 24 2113 parallels mark 1117 luke 1946 2316 21
preference
3reference
reference in the damascus text xvi2
xvi214 in gaster scriptures p 90 vermes scrolls p 109 to
xvii
the divisions ofthe
odthe
of
the book odthe
the times into theirjubilees
ofthe
of
jubilees
their Jubil
ees and weeks most likely refers to the time keeping
ces
ees and 1 enoch translation
jubilees
system employed by the community ie that which appears in the book ofofjubilees
Jubil
is gasters
by that reckoning each year consisted of 364 days 1 I1 enoch 7413
in three years there are
1092 days and in five years 1820 days
the lunar calendar by contrast took 354 days to run its course see
labors summary dead sea scrolls and the new testament ap
lasors
pp 72 201 5
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mutual festivals almost always varied by a few days clearly implying
one group viewed the other as apostate 1I emphasize that a few days
difference was important festivals were understood to have evered by god the fact
lasting significance because they had been enjoined
enjoin
that one body celebrated on a different day from another meant that
the latter group somehow was out of harmony with the universe with
gods people with gods law with god himself in the instance of
the new testament jesus censured neither the temples festivals nor
the days on which they were celebrated in fact jesus not only accepted them but frequently used them in a subtle way to illustrate his
own teachings 57
in conclusion 1I must urge that there exists no evidence of close
ties between the people of the dead sea and the earliest christians
including jesus 58 in fact significant differences between the two
groups appear to be the rule the variations are striking enough to
suggest that early christians while possibly aware of the people of
essenes
qumran
quaran and their doctrines shared no connection with espenes
Es
senes
whether historical continuities or doctrinal similarities
while I1 have brought us to a largely negative conclusion I1 do not
wish to leave it that way 1I have already mentioned that the discovery
of the scrolls has thrown a bright beam of light not only on the age of
jesus and john the baptist but also on our rich biblical heritage
many things which earlier were seen only dimly remotely have been
brought into clearer view but as with most discoveries even though
a number of questions are answered and a number of dark corners are
illuminated further questions are posed which simply cannot and
should not be answered until further light is shed from a different
quarter whether the painstaking work of the historical researcher the
archaeologists trowel or the direct word of the lord

ycompare
compare for instance jesus timely appearance at the temple on the last day of the feast of the
tabernacles jesus proclaiming if any man thirst let him come unto me and drink john 737 when
1 the celebrants were commemorating ancient israels years in the wilderness when they were so dependent
on god for water 2 the priests after carrying water for seven days from the pool of siloam to the sacrificial
area of the temple ceased drawing water on the eighth day a sabbath mishnah sukkah
sukkau 4.1
41 9 on the
eighth day as being pan
aeh 818 and
part of the feast and thus the last day see num 2935 lev 2336 39 neh
3 the wor shippers looked forward to the day when zechariah 148 would be fulfilled
and it shall be in
that day that living waters shall go out from jerusalem half of them toward the former eastern or dead sea
and half of them toward the hinder western sea
all of the prophecies of zechariah chapters 9 14 are to
be understood against the backdrop of the feast of the tabernacles zech 1416
1I have not exhausted the differences between jesus teachings and those of the scrolls for instance
jesus taught that the law did not hinder a person from rescuing an unwary animal that had fallen into a pit on
11 luke 145 whereas the dead sea code expressly forbade such action damascus
the sabbath matt 12
1211
XI 13 14 in gaster scriptures p 84 vermes scrolls p 113
text m13
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